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ABSTRACT 

In I990JETopemted withanumberoftechnical improvementswhichledtoadvancesinperformanceandpermined 
the canying out of experiments specifically aimed at improving physics understanding of selected topics relevant 
tothe"NEXTSTEP'.Thenew facilitiesincludeberylliumantennascreens,aprototypelowerhybridcurrentdrive 
system, and nidification of the NI system to enable the injection of 'He and 'He. Continued investigation of the 
hot-ion H-modeprcducedavalueof n,(O)r,T,(O) = 9 x IPm-'s keV, whichisneilrconditions required forQ,= 1, 
while a new peaked density profile H-mode was developed with only slightly lower performance. Progress towards 
steady state operation has been made by achieving ELMy H-modes under certain operating conditions, while 
maintaining g w d  T~ values. Experimental simulation of He ash transport indicates effective removal of alpha- 
panicles from the plasma core for both L and H mode plasmas. Detailed analyses of panicle and energy transport 
have helpedestablish afirmerlinkbetweenpanicleand energytransport,and have suggestedaconnectionbetween 
reduced energy Vansport and reversed shear. Numerical and analytic studies of divertor physics carried out for the 
pumped divertorphase ofJEThave helped clarify the key parameten goveming impurityretention, andan intensive 
modelvalidationefforthasbegun.Experimenfalsimulationofalpha-particleeffectswithP, up toS%haveshown 
that the slowing down processes are classical, and have given no evidence of deleterious collective effects. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The JET F'rogmmme continued during 1990 with the introduction of new machine facilities and the pursuit of its 
experimental programme of performance optimization at full heating power. 

As a result ofthe positive experience in 1989 with beryllium as the first-wall material (beryllium evaporation 
ontovessel walls andberyllium tile belt limiters) more plasma facing components werechangedtoberyllium 
during the I98911990 shut down (Fig. I) .  The most successful change, as will be shown, was the replacement 
ofthenickel ICRHantenna screens by beryllium ones. In addition, preliminary beryllium protection tiles were 
installed in the lower X-point region (graphite tiles were maintained in the upper region). although the shape 
of these tiles, which had been designed originally for a different purpose, was not optimised for high power 
fluxes to the X-point. 

Theothermain new facilitiesintroduced forthe 1990experimentalcampaign were theprototypelowerhybrid 
current drive (LHCD) launcher and the conversion of one of the two neutral beam systems to operate either 
at 140 keV in deuterium or at 120 keV in helium. In the LHCD experiments up to 1.6 MW of LH power was 
coupled totheplasma. With preheating by Ion CyclotronResonance Heating(1CRH) with apowerof - 4 MW. 
non-inductive cuments up to 1.2 MA were driven and a current drive efficiency y - 0.4 x lOZom-?QW was 
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achieved. (Here y is defined as y= i ,Rl /Pc~,  where PCD = PLH + I c D V ~ ~ ~ ~  and fie is the line average plasma 
density). Helium neutral beam injection was carried out with up lo 5 MW of 3He and 7 MW of 4He. The use 
ofhelium beams is interesting becauseit significantly reducesboth theneutron yieldandtheconsequent vessel 
activation and allows a more direct interpretation of measurements of neutron yields from thermal plasma 
reactions. Finally, and most importantly, helium injection provides a precise particle source for simulation 
studies of alpha-particle transport and for ion cyclotron minority heating. 
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With the help of these new facilities good progress was made again during the last year in improving plasma 
performance and physics understanding. In hot-ion H-mode discharges with a tend ion temperature of %(O) = 
28 keV,afusionbiplepmductnD(0)~ETt(O)-9x 1 @ k 3 s k e V  hasbeenachieved, whileinpelletfuelledH-mode 
discharges with peaked density profiles and roughly equal electron and ion temperatures Te(0) - T,(O) - 10 keV 
the value of the biple product reached 7 x lO2%-3s keV, both within a factor of about 6 of the value required for 
ignition in a D-T fusion reactor. 

This paper gives an overview of JET results from the 1990 campaign and the ensuing analysis. It is divided 
into two main themes. First, Section 2 reports improvements of plasma performance in high current limiter 
and X-point discharges. This is followed in Section 3 by a discussion of progress in understanding the 
underlying tokamak physics in four areas which have been selected because of their relevance to NEXT 
STEPReactor issues. The subjects discussed are particle and energy transport, H-mode physics and the 
approach to steady state, divertor physics and impurity control, andtheexperimental simulation ofa-particle 
effects. Section4concludes withasummaryoftheresults and theirimplicationsfor aNEXTSTEPIReactor. 

This paper is complemented by another invited JET paper m e  JET Team, presented by Jacquinot, 199 11 which 
concentrates on ICRH and LHCD results. In addition, details of many of the topics discussed here can be found in 
contributed JET papers presented at this conference, as referenced. 

2. IMPROVEMENT OF PLASMA PERFORMANCE 

Improvements in plasma performance have been achieved both in limiter and X-point geometry. Plasma 
currents of I MA have been sustained for 3s using the beryllium belt limiters. Two modes of X-point 
operation have been furtherdeveloped. In the low density. hot ion H-mode, central ion temperatures of about 
30 keV are obtained. A different H-mode has been developed in which higher density, sharply peaked 
profiles are produced, withapproximately equalelectronandion temperatures inthe range of IOkeV. These 
X-point modes have produced plasmas with "QDT equivalent" values between 0.4 and 0.9, albeit only 
transiently. 
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2.1 High Current Limiter Plasmas 

The optimization of fusion performance in limiter discharges requires operation at the highest plasma currents 
compatible with technical and q-limit constraints while at the same time wing to maintain peaked density and 
temperature profiles. 

Time (s) 

Fig. 2: Various rime rracesfor a 7 MA l imler  dischorge wirh a 3sj7ur-rop 
(Pulse No: 22416) on rhe beryllium belt. 

During the 1990 experimental campaign, operation at 7 MA was demonshated for the first time on the beryllium 
belt limiter [Lamay dol., 19911. A number of technical improvements allowed the development of a strong plasma 
cross-section expansion scenario (Fig. 2) in which qv = 4 could be passed early in the cumnt ramp. Thereafter, qv 
was kept between 3 and 4 by programming the minor radius, elongation and hiangularity. This scenario allowed 
a fast I MA/s current rise to 7 MA and was very economical in flux consumption, with K V-s remaining after a flat 
top of 3s. During the course of these experiments the machine survived two disluptions at 7 MA in which plasma 
mouon induced poloidal cumnts up to 1 MA in the vessel giving rise to a vertical force of 350 tonnes. 

The application of a few megawatts of ICRF heating during the current rise phase suppressed sawteeth for 
plasmacurrentsupto6MA. (Asawtooth-freeperiodof8 s wasobtainedina3MAdischarge.) Examination 
ofsawtooth freedischarges at5 MAshows thattheelectrontemperatureincreasesapproximatelylinearly with 
ICRH power per panicle up to PRFIne(O) - 3 x 1 O-Iy MWm3 but remains at TdO) = 12- 13 keV for PR&(O) 
in the range 3 - 6 x IO-IY MWm3. According to [Cordey er ul., 1991 1 this apparent saturation of the electron 
temperature with ICRF power is caused by a saturation of the central heating power density and is not a 
transportphenamenon.Asignificantpartofthe broadeningofthe heatingprofilecanbe accountedforby fast 
ion finite orbit effects. 

~n orderto increase the ion tempemturein these plasmas. Neutral Beam Injection (NEtI) was added tothe RF heating. 
~t6.5MA,6MWoflCRFcombinedwithK MWofNBIpmducedasawtoothfreeperiodofO.8s withT,(O)-K.O 
kev, R(O) - 1.5 kev, ~ ( 0 )  - 5 x 10'ym-3 and 'Q - 0.65s. The central fuel concentration was no(O)/MO) - 0.88 
givjng nD(O)TETj(O) - 2. I x 102"m-3s keV (see Table I). Theconfmement time suppons alinear scaling with plasma 
cumnt in sawtwth - free discharges, but data at the highest cumnu; is still limited in additional heating power. 

I . '  
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Table I: Comparison of High Performance Plasmas 

ICRH 

7 MA L-Mode 

Betyllium 
Belt Limiter 

NBI + ICRH 

22410 
6.5 
3.4 
15 
7.5 
8.0 
7.5 

4.4~10'9 
0.65 

0 . 7 ~ 1 0 ' ~  
2.1X1020 

2.8x104 

dot-Ion H-Mode 

Single Null 
X-Point 

NBI 

22689 
3.6 
2.8 
18 

11.3 
10.0 
28 

4.0~10'9 
0.85 

9.Sxl@o 
7.6~1016 

0.8-0.9 
2.aX10-3 

2 3  High Performance X-Point Plasmas 

a) Hot ion H-mode 

The development of the 'hot-ion H-mode' [Walkins eral., 1989, Balet er al., 1990, and Keilhacker and the JET 
Team, 19901 hasallowedrheanainmentinJETofplasmaconditionsclose tothoserequiredforQ- 1. However, 
theseconditionshave, toddte,beentransientandtheirdurationhasbeenliitedby thecccurrcnceofastginflux 
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F i g .  3: Various lime rrmes for a hot-ion H-mode plusmu (Puke No: 22689, 
3.6MA/Z.XT, "reversed toroidal mogneticfieldj. 
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~ of carbon (dubbed "carbon catasmphe"). A major advance in our effort to extend this regime in duration and 
performance was achieved last year by exploiting the more uniform deposition of power on the inner and outer 
divenortargetplates whenoperating with"reversedtoroidalfield",i.e. WiththeionVB~driftaway fromtheX-point 
(this is discussed inmore detail in Section 3.2.b). Tnedumtion oftheregime hasbeenextended to 1.2s without X- 
point sweeping and to 1.5s when combined with 'vertical' sweeping of the X-point to target distance, AX. Since. 
impurity shielding appeared to be improved at larger X-point to target distances (AX - IOcm), high cutrent (3 S Ip 
S4MA) single-null X-point plasmas were used in preference to the double-null X-point configuration which is more 
limited in the AX values that can be obtained. 

Figure 3 illustrates the time evolution ofthe pulse with the highest neutron production and best value of the fusion 
tripleproductno(O)reTi(O). Inthis3.6MAD.XTdischage with 1 XMWofneutralbeaminjection (10MWofXOkeV 
Do and X MW of 140 keV Do) central ion and electron temperatures of Ti(0) - 28 keV and TJO) - 10 keV were 
zchieved (xe T&!e !). The v&p of ~~( i jh~Ti (O)  - 9 - 10 x !020& kcv w c  s!ight!y higher th;m the previous 
record, as was the fusion reaction rate of 7.6 x 1016s-1, corresponding to a Qoo of 2.8 x In addition, %D > 
2.0 x 10-3 was maintained for over 0.5s. A detailed analysis, using the TRANSP code, of a similar pulse (4 MA/ 
2.XT) withalmostthesamefusionreactionrateshowsthatwhilethesedischargesareinitiallydominated by beam- 
thermalreactions. whenthepeakfusionreactivityisreachedthermalreactionsaccountfor-50%ofthefusion wwer 
(Fig. 4) [Stubkrfeldetol., 19911. 
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to the reaction rate, but also to the plasma energy. In addition, both density and ion temperature profiles ax quite 
peaked. Energy confinement of these discharges is vely good and can reach three times the Goldston L-mode value. 

Time (s) 

Fin. 4:  Cvnrrihutions IO neuron rrrfcforan H-mode pulse (Pulse No: 22701. 
4MAI2.8TJ similar ro rhor shown in Fig. 3. 

b) Pellet-peaked density profile H-mode 

n e  second route to high fusion yield tries to combine the g o d  confmement pmpenies of the H-mode, which 
normally has quite flat profiles, with peaked profiles produced by pellet fuelling and cenual heating, i.e. with the 
pellet enhanced performance (PEP) mode previously observed in limiter discharges [Schmidt and the JET Team, 
1989].7hese experiments [Tubbingeld, 1991, and Kupschus etal., I9911 werecaniedout indouble null X-point 
config~ration,withplasmacurrentsintherange3.0to3.6MAandtoroidalfieldsinthemnge 2.8103.2T.Thecentml 
heasfig ic mest cases supplied hy !CRH (wilh H or3He minority) hot similar results were a h  achieved with 
NB]. ForaPEPmode todevelop, thepellethas tobeinjected wellbefore theonsetofsawteeth, whichin tum requires 
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Fin. 5: Various rime rraces for an H~mnde  plasma wirk pcller-peaked density profile 
(Pulse No: 22624,3.hMAI3.3Tj 

A D-D simulation using the TRANSP code for this pulse showed about equal contributions from beam- 
thermal and thermal-thermal reactions to the neutron yield at peak fusion reactivity, while in similar plasmas 
with ICRF heating thermal reactions account for -80% ofthe fusion yield. D-T simulations ofPEP H-mode 
Pulse No: 22624 using various scenarios for beams, pellets, plasma composition and panicle transpon yield 
equivalent QDT values between 0.4 and 0.5, while for the hot ion H-mode (Pulse No: 22689). QDT values 
of 0.8-0.9 are obtained [Stubberfield a al., 19911. 

In these discharges. the pressure gradient is very high in the plasmacore, exceeding the local value of j+Be 
(toroidal current density multiplied by poloidal field). The resultingcalculated bootstrap current density can 
become as large locally as the pre-existing ohmic current density (-1 MA m-*) which should drive the 
toroidal electric field close to zero in this region. The high bootstrap current region at around 113 of the 
plasma radius has a width of - 0.2 m and persists for approximately Is. As resistive diffusion restores the 
electric field, the current in the high bootstrap region increases, leading to an off axis peak in the current 
density and to a region of negative shear. The time required for this to evolve completely is also -1s (at 5 
keV) but a negative shear can occur on a shoner timescale if the shear is initially small in the plasma core. 
I t  is believed that this shear reversal may play a role in the improved confinement (see Sect.3.l.b)). 
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The stability of these pellet enhanced configurations has been analysed. The high central pressures obtained 
are such that the value of the quantity pp which occurs in the theory of m=l modes [Bussac el al. ,  19751 is 
suhstantiallygreaterthan 1.0. Ifthereisaq=l sutiacein theplasmasuchahighPpispredictedto bestrongly 
unstable tothem=l ideal mode.andtheinferencemus1 bethat, at the timeofthese highpressures,q isgreater 
than unity everywhere. This is consistent with the bootstrap current calculations if the q-profile has an 
off-axis minimum with qmin > 1. 

This form of q-profile also has implications for ballooning modes. With a normal q-profile, a high pressure 
gradient in the region of low shear is vulnerable to ballooning instabilities, hut the region of negative shear 
insidetheradiusofminimumqispredicted tobestable to ballooningmodes. Theoverallsituationis therefore 
that, although the plasma pressure is very high, the most threatening instabilities are avoided. However, as 
current diffusion progresses a number of MHD instabilities do arise and appear to be the cause of the 
deterioration of this enhanced mode of operation. Observations of the structure and position of these 
instabilities are further evidence for negative shear in the centre [Smeulders er al.. 1991). 
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Fig. 6: D-D fusion power i’ersus iofal healing power for dischargei from the 
19x6-90 period. 

Table1 showsacomparative summaryoftypicalplasmaparanletersthat have beenachieved in the threehigh 
performance modes of operation discussed above. The performance aspect is also illustrated in Fig. 6,  where 
the D-D fusion power is plotted versus total input power for a large number of shots assembled during the 
1986-90 period, with the “best” shots listed in Table 1 specially marked. Fordischarges with ICRF heating 
(full symbols) the fusion yield originates mainly from thermal reactions while for the NB heated discharges 
(open symbols) there is a considerable contribution from beam-plasma reactions (c.f. Fig. 4). It is worth 
noting that if the strong influx of carbon could be controlled (or at least delayed) at high heating powers (in 
particular also for PI,,? 20MW), the fusion power wouldconsiderablyexceed the highest presently achieved 
values. To conclude the discussion on performance i t  should also be mentioned that in ICRH experiments 
with D(3He) minority heating a fusion yield of 140 kW has been achieved with an RF pow&of IO- 14 MW 
giving Q D ~ H ~  2 1%. 



3. IMPROVED PHYSICS UNDERSTANDING 

In the following, four key areas of tokamak physics are discussed in which recent JET work has improved our 
understanding and implications for a NEXT STEP and a tokamak Fusion reactor are pointed out. The four areas 
selected are particle and energy transport, H-mode physics and the approach to steady state, impurity retention in 
the divertor, and experimental simulation of the behaviour of alpha-particles in an ignited plasma. 

3.1 Particle and Energy Transport 

In this section, recent JET work in the area of tokamilk transplt is highlighted: the investigation of particle and 
impurity transport using transient events, the analysis of local energy transport using interpretative and predictive 
simulation codes, and finally heat and patticle pulse propagation experiments including a discussion of the 
difference between dynamic (heat pulse) and static (power balance) transpolt measurements. 

Fig. 7: Radial dependence of diffusion coeflirienrs o/elecrrotrs (/or O f f )  and impurities 
(/or OH, L- and H-mode). Neuclossical lewis (11 the centre am also indicated for 

comparison. 

a) Particle and impurity transport 

To sepmtethecontributionsofdiffusion andconvection to particleh‘ansport, i1isnecess;uytoinvestigatetransient 
events with high space and time resolution. In ET,  an analysis of the time evolution ofelectron and impurity (Ni) 
density profiles in ohmically heated discharges (see Fig. 7) shows that within a small volume (rla 5 0.3) near the 
magnetic axis the pmicle diffusion coefficients are strongly reduced (De -0.02m2s-‘, Dimp -O.lmzs-‘) in 
comparison with their value at larger radii (De - 0.6m2s.i. Dimp -1 . o ”s - i )  with a rather abrupt change between 
the two regions. This is also seen in L-mode discharges and, although with a smoother transition, in H-mode 
discharges. This result is quite general for impurities: it has been demonstrated by laser blow-off experiments in 
ohmic, L-mode, and H-mode discharges [Pasini eta/.,  19911 and by the evolution of intrinsic impurity profiles 
following pellet injection [Behnnger et 01.. 19881. For eleclmns it has so far only been demonstrated in (i) the 
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sawtooth-free phases following pellet injection and (ii) in thecurrent rise preceding the onset of sawteeth [Giannella 
et al., 19911. Sawteeth “short-circuit” the inner (good) and outer (poor) confinement regions. 

It appears, then, that within the central region (ria < 0.3) the particle transport is neoclassical in many cases. The 
observedpeakingoftheelectrondensitypm~le isrepmduced by theneo-classical (Ware)pinch, whilstthehpunty 
diffusion coefficient (Dimp = 0.10,0.15 and 0. IOm2s-’, for OH. L- and H-mode discharges respectively) is Close 
to the neoclassical value. At larger radii (ria = 0.4 - 0.8). however, neither the electron source distribution (due to 
the ionizationofedge neutrals) nor the Warepinch are sufficient toaccount forthe observed density gradients,unless 
asubsfantialrrductionofthediffusioncoefficientbelowthelevelinferredfromtransients (seeabovejispostulated. 
One mechanism for an anomalous particle pinch that would sustain such gradients, which has been proposed by 
Rebut andco-workers [Bouchereral., 19911, arises from parallel thermal forcesktween impurity and deuterium 
ions in a plasma with partly chaotic magnetic topology. 

In ELM-fm H-mcdedischarges, impurity mspII isreducedmtheexted regioncompved toL-modedischarges. To 
malelthexdischargesqequiresalqe, very localisedwnvectivevelocitynearthesepamn. Imparitywniinementha 
forthesedishages aretypicallyoforderxveralmnds,much longerthantheerespectiveenergyconfinement~a. W 
isinconmttolheLmoderegime whereroughlyequalparticleandener~confinementha areobservedj. 

High Density H-mode 
#21022 I High Density L-mode 
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Fig. 8: Comparison of modelled elrclron rhermal. ion thermal and hydrogenic purricle 
conduclivirics x-. x, ond D Y C I ~ S / ~ U X  coordinare p for n high density L- and H-mode 

CCIXE. The bars represen1 the range of the “experimenfaY yr. 

b) Energv transport in improved confinement regimes 

Here we discuss the analysis of local energy tmnspolf in improved confincment regimes such as H-mode and PEP 
H-mode, using interpretative and predictive simulation codes. 

In a study using the predictive equilibrium - Vansport code JETTO, the transport properties of high density (-a& 
-5 x 1019m-3) L (limiter) - and H-mode discharges with the same plasmacurrent (3.1 MA) and neutral beam heating 
power(7.5 MW) were compared [Taroni, Sackeral., 19911. The critical electron temperaturegradient model by 
Rebut, Lallia and Watkins (RLW model) [Rebut el al., 19891, modified in the external region (ria 2 0.75) as 
described in [Taroni el al., 19911, simulates well the temperature profiles in both the L- and H-modes. The 
corresponding profilesof& andxi areshown inFig. 8. lnthecentral regionoftheplasma(rlaC0.6) the highdensity 
IimiterL-modeshowslow valuesofX,andxi,comparabletothose intheH-modedischarge. IntheL-modecase, 
however, xe and xi increase in the region ri~W.64.7, while low a and xi values are maintained in this region in 
the H-mode. These results are in agreement with values ofxeff = -qRIkvTe, where q is the total heat flux, obtained 
by the interpretive code FALCON from experimental rather than “predicted” profiles. 

me comparison shows that in the bulk plasma region (ria 5 0.7) the local transprt coefficients have comparable 
values in L- and H-mode discharges with similardensity. The improvement in the H-regime is mainly due 10 the 

’ 

’ 
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lower values of local transpon coefficients at the plasma edge which are similm to or even lower than those in the 
ohmic phase. Other simulations indicate that at the L to H transition a rapid reduction in transpon takes place at the 
very edge of the plasma which gradually extends overthe whole plasmavolume on aglobd confinement time scale, 
mainlyasaresultofchangesinthe bulkplasmaparameters(e.g. increaseindensity [Watkinsetal., 3989]).They 
alsoshow thatxi isclosetoneoclassicallevelsinthecen~lregionofthebestJETH-modedischarges(hot-ionand 
PEP regimes) and that, in general, xi > & in the outer plasma region (in cases where both can be determined). 

5- 

4-  

3- 

0- 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 p 

Fig. 9: Comparison of transport in "nom" H-mode with PEP L- and PEP H-modes 

Thc predictive code was also used to model the enhanced performance of L- and H-mode discharges with 
pellet injection (so-called PEP-mode). Since interpretative transport studies show improved confinement in 
the plasma core (see Fig. 9). where there are strong indications of negative shear (see Sect. 2.2 b)), the 
simulations were carried out by reducing transport to the neoclassical levels in regions where dq/dr is 
negative, as in the RLW model. The simulations (for PEP L-mode Pulse No: 17749) show that, within the 
uncertainties related to the evaluation of the ICRH power deposition profiles, xi is neoclassical, and xe is 
close to xi (and not neoclassical as in the RLW model). As an example of this simulation, Fig. 10 compares 
computed T,-profiles with (T,'""p"'j and without (T,'""'"') the described reduction of heat transport (xe  - 
xi = with measured T,-profiles ( T p A R ) .  The simulation using the reduced ion transport not only 
reproduces well the measured T,-profile hut also shows the required outward shift of the magnetic axis 
resulting from the relatively high central pressure and low central current density (the latter is mainly an 
effect ofthe off-axis bootstrap current). In the region ofnon-invertedq-profile, energy transport is consistent 
with the RLW model and similar to standard L-mode discharges. Preliminary results of particle transport 
analysis show that D is also low (<O.lm*s-'j in the central region. 

The results thus suggest that the q-profile might play an important role in determining the local transport 
coefficients. This notion is supported by experiments conducted in discharges with non-stationary current 
distributions (produced by current ramping or by retarding the peaking of the current) which indicate a 
dependence of xeffon the shear [O'Rourke et al.. 19911. 

c) Heat and particle pulse propagation 

The transport studies described in the previous section concem quasi-steady profiles and result in so-called 
"Dower balance" transport coefficients. It has been observed frequently in recent years that transport 
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R(m) 

Fig. 10: Simulufion of PEP-mode indicofi,,g rhor rranspon must he reduced IO rhe ion 
neoclassical level fx,, - x, = x,",,,: comp(1)) in the central region with negarive shear. 

coefficients evaluated from studies of heat and panicle pulse propaga!!on i,e, from dynamic processes (yhp3 
Ddp) differ from corresponding "power balance" values (xpb, at given plasma temperature and density. This 
arises because of the dependence of the transport coefficients not only on n and T, but also on Vn and VT 
(i.e. the relationship between fluxes and gradients can be non-linear). Considerable effort has taken place 
at JET recently to resolve these apparent contradictions. In this work the linearised, coupled equations for 
energy and panicle transport are used in analysing the heat and particle pulses [Hogeweij er al., 19911. In 
studying the propagation of small perturbations it is the "incremental" diffusion coefficients, 

If now, for example, the diffusivities in the plasma depend only on VT, we expect (c.f. Fig. 1 I j: 
- xinc (= xhp) is larger than the steady state value, ~ e f f ( =  xpb) 
- Dint (= DdP) is similar to the steady State value. Deff 
- modelling the pulses with a 9x constant in time implies that xen varies during the heat pulse. 

A detailed analysis of the measurements of heat and particle pulses in E T  leads to the following main results 
[Hogeweij er al., 19911. in agreement with the above considerations: 

- within experimental uncertainties, zinc is the same for ohmic, L- and H-mode plasmas (xi" -3m2s-Ij and is 

- x'fic; i k e  p k ,  depends on ihe piasma current 
- x'"C is independent of heating power (determined from a power scan of 3 MAl3.1 T discharges with ICRF 

- the density pulse diffusion coefficient, Dint - Wff - 0.1 xi". 

always larger than XPb (by a factor,of -3.2 for OH and -1.6 for 9 MW of ICRH) 

heating of between 1 and 9 MW) 

~heRLWplasmatransportmodelexhibitsthese featuressincethediffusivitiesdependon [VT,- VTeC,].This 
1 model has successfully simulated heat and particle pulse propagation in JET discharges. Figure 12 [Boucher 

19911 shows the comparison withexperiment ofthe simultaneous modelling of temperature and density 



Fig. 11: Sketch to illusrrotc the difference herween the effective diffusivity rna.y 
dererminedfrom a power balance in a stationary plasma and fhe incremental 
diffmiurivity f =  as found from U perturbolive experiment. If the hearfiux is not 

proporriotrot to I VT, x"' -Jq/$n W) # r f fand f f  wrier diirinz /he pwiurhotion 

perturbations following the collapse of a sawtooth in a pulse with 7.5 MW of ICRH. The decay of the signal 
amplitudes with increasing radius and the time traces agree well with experiment for both temperature and 
density perturbations. The inward propagating density pulse is modelled with an effective particle diffusion 
coefficient D$, taken to be proportional to x:: with the required constant of proportionality being - 0.7. Note, 
that in the simulations the transient depression (dip) observed in the evolution of the density perturbation 
(indicative of coupling between energy and particle transpon) i s  well represented (Fig. 12). 
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Fig. 12: Comparison with experinrent of the simullaneous modelling of temperature 
ond density perturbations followin8 n sawtooth collapse. The agreement is good 

assuming CJ;? =0.7x: i n  the simulorion. 
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1 h a  widercontext, ithasrecently beendemonstrated [Sipseral., 19911 that theabove analysisusinglinearised 
coupled transportequationscan alsoexplain the heat anddensity pulsemeasurementsfromTEXTandTFTR. 
The resulting transport coefficients are very similar for all three experiments even though individual 
measurements show quite different behaviour of the heat and density pulses. The differences arise primarily 
from differences in the initial density and temperature perturbations. 

3.2 H-mode Physics and Approach to Steady State 

Here we first discuss the development of two new H-mode scenarios with significance for the application 
of the H-mode to a NEXT STEP and a reactor: the achievement of H-modes with ICRH, the heating method 
presently favoured for a NEXT STEP, and the development of ELMy H-mode discharges in which plasma 
conditions are kept constant for some period of time. In the second pan, we describe the influence of the 
VB drift direction (forward or reversed toroidal field) on H-mode behaviour. This allows a test of theoretical 
ideas regarding the nature of the H-mode and also provides infomation on how to optimize the distribution 
of the power load on the inner and outer target tiles. 

Pulse No:22992 

'O TJO) 

Time (5) 

Fig. IS :  Various rime traces for un ICRF only H-mode (Pdsr No: 22992) 

, a) H-mode scenarios applicable to NEXT STEPiReactor 

Theavailabilityof new machine facilities andevolving skillofthemachineoperators haveled tothedevelopment 
of new H-mode scenarios. Significant progress with ICRF heated H-modes has k e n  achieved following the 
installationoftheberyyllium antennascreens and thenew ICRFcoupling resisranceplasmaposition feedback system 
[Bhamagareral., 19911. Withtheberylliumantennascreens, the impunty releasethat canbeatmbutedspecificdly 
to ICRH h a  become negligible, with an estimated contribution to Zc, of about 0.005 x P,(MW). In addition, the 
new position control system which uses the RF antenna coupling resistance, via a feedback loop, to control the 



position of the plasma, made it possible to maintain a constant coupling resistance and, as a result, a high heating 
power(up to I0MW)thmugh theLtoHtransilion. With thesetwonewfeatures.theopemtiona1 rangeofH-modes 
with ICRF in both dipole or monopole antenna configuration has been considerably extended. 

Figure 13 showsanoverviewofanICRH-only H-mdein whichthenew positioncontrol system keptthecouplig 
resistance almost constant during the L to H and H to Ltransitions. This discharge was a3 MM.8T DNXdeuterium 
plasma using hydrogcn minority hcating with thc RF antenna in the dipole configuration (y 1 = 7m-I). The power 
threshold for the H-mode transition in such plasmas is -5 M W ,  slightly lower than the threshold for similar NBI- 
heated plasmas. The global energy confinement is very similar to that obtained in NB1-heated plasmas with an 
enhancement factor ranging from 1.8 to 2.8 relative to Goldston L-mode scaling. 

Pulse No:23336 

Regular ' I I 

ELMS 0" 2 1  a 

Time (s) 

Fig. 14:  Various time t r ~ ~ c ~ s f o r  on ELM? H-mode (Pulse No: 23336) in which plasma 
paramererr were heldconstanrfor 2s by rhe ELMS. 

A significant advance made in this campaign, which can be ascribed to the new facililies, was the altainmen 
of an H-mode with RF antennae in the monopole configuration (kll = 0). However, the power threshold foi 
conditions similar to those outlined was -8 MW, which is close to the NBI power threshold for thest 
conditions. In addition, the global energy confinement ofthese plasmas is lower (by -30%) than in the dipolf 
case [Bhdtnagaretal., 19911. 
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reversed tomidol mogneric field. 

b) Influence of VB drift direction 

Another "experiment" that was carried out to test theoretical ideas that have been put forward to explain the 
L to H-transition was to "reverse" the toroidal field in SNX-point discharges (VB-drift away from X-point). 
In common with other tokamaks, reversing the toroidal field direction in JET substantially alters the H-mode 
behaviour [Ward er a/. ,  19911. Tne power required to achieve an H-mode is approximately doubled at all 
values of toroidal field studied (e.g. from 6MW to 12 MW at 2.8T) [Nardone er a/., 1991 1. Furthermore, the 
usually observed strong asymmetry in power flow to the target tiles is reduced [Reichle era/., 19911. On the 
other hand, the H-mode energy confinement is found to be very similar with both field directions, as indeed 
is the L-mode confinement. 

Figure I5 shows the frequencydishibutionoftheratioofpowersreachingtheouterand innertarget tiles,P,,,JPg, 
from many discharges with fonvard and reversed field, respectively. The powers were measured using an infrared 
camela looking at one (out of 32) band of tiles. The ratio of these powers changes from an average value of-l .I 
(H-mode) for the +VB-drift direction to -1 (H-mode) and -1.2 (L-mode) for the -VB-drift direction. When 

, 



shadowing of the target tiles is taken into account (correction factor -1.4), the corrected ratio between powers to 
thetwostike zones is-2.4 in the forward fieldcase a n d 4 3  (H-mode) a n d 4 9  (L-m0de)withreversed field. This 
more symmetric distribution helps to handle large power flows and will therefore have tobe considered in designs 
of NEXT STEP devices. 

Thechange in targetpowerloddingwithreversalofthetoroidalfield isaccompanied by severalchangesinmeasured 
divator plasma propenies, as indicated in Table I1 (takcn from [Kcichlc el al.. 19911). 

’ 

Table 11. Strike zone on which the larger value of listed plasma property is observed. 

Electron Temperature 

Electron Density 

Plilsma Property 

Deposited Power 

Carbon Radiation 
Ohmic Heating 
Additional Heating 

outer (more equal) 

inner outei 

Fonvard Field Reversed Field 

outer inner (more equal) 

outer 
(variable) (vilriable) 

These observations can be understood, at least qualitatively, using a scrape-off layer (SOL) model such as that 
proposed by [Lackner et al., 19841, or the more detailed codes discussed in Sect. 3.3. For fixed midplane SOL 
density, increasing the power causes an increase in divenor plasma temperature, adecrease in density, and a slight 
decrease in hydrogen flux to the ”get. Thus, the more heavily loaded target should display higher plasma 
temperature, lowerdcnsity, and lower hydrogen flux. The lower patick flux reducescarbm sputtering at low target 
plate temperatures, panially explaining the position of the rddidtion maximum on the lightly loaded target during 
theohmicphases. Forhigherpowerloadingsassociated withadditional heating,targetplatetempemNresincrease 
to the poht where other spunering processes dominate, and radiation tends to become inore equally distributed. 

The power flow obselvations are consistent with a description which separates the flow of heat across the separatrix 
into two components [Hinton, 19851: 
1) The underlying transport, assumed to cany heat predominantly through the major radius side of the toms 

(independent of the direction of the field), and 
2) an additional flow near the X-point, flowing into one side of the plasma and out of the other, which reverses 

when the field is reversed. In cylindrical geomehy this would not contribute to the total power crossing the 
separatrix. 

The measurements (ratios of approximately 3 in forward and 1 in reversed field) are consistent with an underlying 
heat flow to theouterand innertargets of5/8Ptotand 3/8PtOt, respectively (where Pioi is the total powercarried across 
the separdtrix). The additional flow would then be 1/8 Pmt, flowing from the small to large major radius side of the 
X-pointwithforwardtoroidalfield,reversingwhenthefield reverses. Intomidalgeomelry,theadditional flow may 
produce a net flow of heat across the separamx. This should be only -EX 1/8 Plot (E the inverse aspect ratio) and 
is rathersmall. It is hard to seehow this slight change in confinement could be responsible for the doubling of the 
H-mode threshold power in reversed field discharges. 

3 3  Divertor Physics and Impurity Control 

Numerical and analytical modelling carried out during the past year have led to advances in our understanding of 
the factors which affect the performanceof an open divenor. The work has had two majorgoals. The first is to predict 
the performance of the pumped divertor planned for installation in JET in 1992, and the second is to model present 
“divenor” (i.e. X-point) operation in JET, in order to assess the SOLldiverIor models. Because the parameters under 
which the pumped divertor is expected to operate efficiently will differ markedly from those found in the limited 
number of X-point discharges analysed so far, thedominant physical phenomenagoveming divertor performance 
differ between the two cases. 
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a) Modelling af the pumped divertor 

In order to ensure effective operation at high SOL power, the pumped divertor phase will be characterized by high 
densities in the SOL. In addition, the distance AX between the target plates and the X-pint is relatively large, 
Varying from roughly 20 cm to 40 cm, depending on the equilibrium chosen. This combination of factors implies 
that the divertor plasma will be quite opaque to both hydmgen and impurity neutrals emanating from the plate, so 
that sourcesoihydrogenand impurity ions willbelocalizedinthedivertorplasmanearthetugets, wellaway from 
the X-point and main plasma. This is a necessary but not sufficient condition for retention of target-prcduced 
impurities in the divertor region Retention also depends on a balance between several forces acting on the impurity 
ions, the most important are the hydmgenic ion-impurity friction force directed towards the target, and the ion 
t~mperature gradient force, directed away; in steady state the impurity concentration adjusts to balance the 
differencebetween the twoforcesthroughitsownpressuregradient,dp~~, wheresisdistancealongthefieldline. 

Analytical and numerical work describing this mode of operation is reported in [Keilhacker, Simonini el al., 1991, 
Keilhacker et al., 199 1, and Vlases and Simonini, 19911. At high values of mid-plane separatrix density nb, for a 
given value of power Pi flowing through the ion channel in the SOL, the divertor density Q and hydrogen flux to 
thetugetrdarelarge, andthedivenorflowestablishedbylocalrecyclingaloneissufficienttoretaintheimpurities. 
The simplified analytical model shows that this comspnds  to achieving a divelior ion temperature Tdi below 
approximately 20 eV, nearly independent of pi. Since Tdi is a function of nb and Pi, an expression can be wriuen 
for the minimum value of nb at which retention is achieved as a function of power: 

nb,min = 4; 
((7 I2)q;L / K0i)2'7c"Td"z 

i.e.,nb.,,,in scalesapproximatelyasqi5~.HereqiisPidividedbySOLarea,Listhedistancealongthefieldlinefrom 
target to stagnation point and &i and C, are constants. Figure 16 [Keilhacker et al., 199 I ]  shows that midplane 
separatrix densities of -1020 m-3 will be required for Pi > 10 MW. 

Fig. 16: Rrcirculated hydrogenflow required for XHo rerenrion o f i ~ u r & . ~  in the divenor region 
vcrsuc &lane seprorrizdemio for three vdwx @ion powerflow in rhe scrope-~~fflqver. 

As nb dmps below nb,,,,in, the friction forces arising fmm the local recycling are insufficient to overcome the ion 
temperature gradient force, which extends along the entire field line to the stagnation point, and an additional flow 
must be induced in the SOL, either by ducting ("internal recirculation") or by direct paJticle injection ("extend 
recirculation") with compensating pumping from the divenor region to maintain steady state. As described in 
[Keilhackereral., 19911, the required flow depends principallyon Pi, and becomes relatively independentofnbfor 
densities wellbelow nb,min (Fig. 16). Forthe referencecaseof injection of all of the recirculation flow at the X-point, 
the required flow scales as Pi5", with weaker dependence on the connection length and nb. 
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b) Divertor assessment for the 1990 campaign 

Analysis of divertor petformance has begun fora limited number of representative X-point discharges from the 1990 
campaign. The parameten for these discharges differ from those discussed above for high power operation of the 
pumped diverlor in three principal ways. First, the target - X-point sepamtion. AX, is much smaller, varying from 
510 15cm, although theconnectionlengthsalong thefieldlinebetweentargefandX-pomtarecompambletothose 
in the pumped diverlor. Second, the values ulnb ax lower, in lhc rdigc ul 1 -2 x lO19m-3. Finally, the sum of tla 
ionandelectron powerflows intothediverlorplasmaislow,typicallyontheorderof2-3MW. Thesefacton result 
in a vely much lower divertordensity, Q, than discussed above for the pumped divertorphase. Consequently, the 
X-point divenor plasma for the analysed 1990 discharges is not fully opaque to hydrogen and impurity neubals. 
The neutral hydrogen can travel long distances from the target (''distant recycling") and reenter the SOL well 
upstream. ?his increases the flow in a large ponion of the SOL, producing the beneficial effects of increasing the 
ion friction force and reducing the temperature gradient, since much of the ion energy iscarried by convection. Thus, 
the calculations indicate that any impurity ions bom in the diverfor plasma ax well retained. However, at the low 
divertor densiiies invoived, ihe ionimiiiion mean iree paiin ior impuriiies is ais0 reiariveiy iong, and a kaciion of the 
neutml impurity atoms sputtered from the target plate can go directly into the main plasma. In other words. at the 
low end of the density range for these shots, the screening effect of the divertor is essentially lost. 

I _  a) Experimental ResuIls 
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As indicated above, we require AX>> &, the ionization mean free path for impurities, which scales as 
I h d ,  as a necessary condition for impurity retention. One thus expects a strong dependence of retention on 
bothAXandnd(whichisdeterminedhynbandPi). This iscorroboratedbythecoderesultsofFig. 17h. which 
show the fraction of all divertorISOL impurities which reside in that portion ofthe SOL which is adjacent to 
themain(closedfluxsurface)plasma. forasetofrunsatafixed inputpowerofP,=Pi= I MW. Atamidplane 
separatrih density of 1 x 10'9m-3, there is a smng dependence of retention on AX due to the penetration of neutral 
impuntiesduectlyintothemainplasma.Atnb= 1 . 7 ~  1019m~3,thereisbenerretentionovertherangeofAXXm 
5 to IO cm, since the impurity sources are now moTe localized to the divenor region, and the friction force exceeds 
the ion thermal force. 

A quantitative comparison between modelling and experiment for the 1990 campaign is not possible due to 
insufficent diagnostic information. However, experimental confirmation of the trends described above is 
shown in Fig. I l a ,  from [Morgan ef al., 199 I]. Here we use Z,ffas an indicatorof divertor retention. Atavalue 
of line averaeede!~trondensitv ae- 3 x  1(119m-3ic0rrps~ndinp~~~~oxjmafp!~ ? Q E ~ =  1 x !0193-3~wesee 
a strong dependence of Z,ff on AX, while at double the line-averaged density, the dependence is very weak, 
indicating good retention until the X-point is nearly at the target. 

3.4. Experimental Simulation of Alpha-Particle Effects 

Byvirmeoftheplasmaconditions itcanproduce,JETis inan unique position tosimulatemany singleandcollective 
energetic particleeffects which will be encountered underreactorconditions. Duringthe I990campaign,continued 
progress wasmadeon simulation of suchalpha-panicleeffects, and in additionapreliminarya~sessmed ofhelium 
ash removal was made. 

a) Single particle effects: slowing down and diffusion 

' h e  study of thc bumup of tritons released from d d  reactions is oC special interest because the 1 .0 MeV tritons 
pos-ss sizilz kL?ezx!ic prqmies !o the 3.5 MeV .'pha-p&*ic!es -.!ca-ed f" d-t xxtions. Thc 'Y";toc biz$ 
profileisgivenhytheemissionpmfileoftheassociated2.5 MeVneutrons,andtheuradialmovementwhilstslowing 
down is indicated hy the emission of 14 MeV neut"  from their bumup (t-d) reactions. 

Previous work, in which the timedependence of the total I4 MeV neutron production was related to the total 2.5 
MeV neumn production, has indicated that the confinement and slowing down of the fast lritons is in good accord 
with classical expectations, provided the slowing down time was less than 0.5s. as is the case for the majority of 
JET discharges LConroy et al., 1988). During the 1990 experimental campaign, the humup studies were extended 
to include measurements of the radial profile of the 14 MeV neutrons from t-d reactions [larvis et al., 1991]. The 
radial profiles of both 2.5 and 14 MeV neutron emission were assumed to have the simple form (1 - r2laz)a. The 
resultingpeakingfactors,4forapaniculardischarge(PulseNo: 22517) with 12MWofbeamheatingareshown 
inFig. 1 X. R e t i t o n  slowingdowntime fortheconditions ofthis discharge was about I .4s, showing that the abrupt 
peaking of the I4MeV profile at I6.Sscomsponds with thepeakingofthe2.5 MeV profile that takes place at 15.5s 
when the beam heating is suddenly reduced. The peaking factor for I 4  MeV neutrons produced by tritons generated 
uun,lg"lr:rlr~,,rr;au,l~~,ruu,,.r," '-'.-'",L"'.J"1U1"L""L"rrrp~cuwr"l U I S i . J l Y l 0 "  paNl,g,aL,", ",,a. 
This slightly greaterwidthforthe 14 MeVneutronprofileisexpectedasaconsequenceofthefiniteLarmorradius 
ofthe tritons. It is worthnoting that it has not so farbeenpossibleto identify unamhiguouslyanyeffectsonthe triton 
humup that are attributable to sawtooth crashes 

An important observation that can be drawn from Fig. 18 is that there is no evidence for t i t on  diffusion; numerical 
studies indicate that the constancy of a f" 15.5 to 16.5s demonstrates that the triton diffusion coeficient must 
be very small (<<O.l m%). Consequently, charge exchange losses are now believed to be the reason for the 
unexpectedlylowtriton humupobservedindischarges withalong slowing down time(>%) [Conroyeral., 1990]. 

b) Collective effects 

The ICRF heating of light minority ions provides an oppormnity to simulate collective effects of fast panicle 
populations in the plasma. With both hydrogen and 3He minority heating schemes, fast particle energy contents of 

d~~L-..L--":-,.--.: ^^_^  <^_I I , "  .̂  I C  < " > &  1 < ". .AL."L ^^^__  --">...:.L.L-, i x"-,,..--l~:--z.- .-.. I C  n 
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Fig. 18: Profile peokingfhcrnrs for horh 2.5 and 14 MeV neurrons us ohrnined wirh the 
neulron profile moniror for a dircharge with l2MW NBI hearing (Pulse No: 22517). 

Times ut w,hich sowroorh crashes occur are indicated. 
.,x"TL"..-L--..""L: _I ~-~~"~-~.:-"""~---:""*-~-:",,,"-:-.-~"".":-"".~-~""~ 
,Jill, I1II"C mct1 CtLIIIGVT". I l l ~ - r I L  8 8 ~ a L L L % ~ & 3 , C , , K  I>", p'UurrLulm l l l l C 1 ~ 3 , D l l l L C " 1 S - ~ . L i - V l " D l " l l l ~ ~ ~ , , Y 1 1 3 C m ,  

be studieddirectly by exploiting the 3He+ D + 5Li + yreaction, in which $ey-rays carry offenergy of -16.6 MeV. 

Asdescribed [JacquinotandSadler, 19911, there havebeenrecent advances inunderstanding oftheefficiency 
oftheRFheatingprocess.Thereare twoeffects to beconsidered saturationofthecentralelecvon temperature 
with increasing applied RF heating power (see Sect. 2.1) and failure of the fusion reaction power to achieve 
the predicted levels. These difficulties are resolved when the observed quantities (Te and fusion power) are 
compared with the central heat deposition by the fast particles (calculated without over-simplification and 
taking fast panicle orbit effects into account). The central electron temperature is now found to increase 
approximately linearly with the heating power deposited within the half-width of the electron temperature 
profile [Cordey et al., 1991 1. The fusion reaction power achieved in aparticulardischargedepends sensitively 
on the minority ion concentration (which is not well known). However, as has been shown [Jacquinot and 
Sadler, 19911, the maximum fusion yield obtainable at optimum minority ion concentration should scale 
linearly with perpendicular energy content of the fast ions: 

provided the tail temperature exceeds the critical energy, typically about 300 keV. 

Figure 19, taken from [Sadler et al., 19911, shows the measured Fusion power plotted against the fast ion energy 
content along with CuNeS of the variation ofthe theoretical maximum for two assumed fuel concenuations. The 
figure indicates that the theoretical maximum has been approached only for a few clean plasma discharges 
(unfortunately, n&concentrations of about 0.5 were normally observed in these experiments). It is interesting to 
note thatthe fusionpowerin the3He-Dreactionis almost exclusively releasedinthe form ofchagedparticle kinetic 
energy and that the record value of about 140 kW contribution to plasma heating is equivalent to that which would 
be produced by 0.7 MW of total fusion power from D-T reactions. 

Within the limitations of the existing diagnostics, no deleterious consequences of collective fast ion behaviour have 
been observed, despite the highly anisotropic velocity distribution function and fast ion toroidal p of up to 8%. 

P d M W l = 0 . 1 2  (WIM Wfasr [MI, 
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Fishbones arefrequentlyexcitedunderappropriateconditions, hut thereisnoevidenceofany significant reduction 
in the fast ion content of the plasma, other than that which W C U ~  following a sawtooth crash. 

c)  Helium ash transport 

In order to achieve a steady-state huming plasma such that the alpha-particle production rate is balanced by the He 
removal rate, one can show that the condition rp(He)hE 5 IO E must be satisfied, where E is the pumped fraction 
for helium (e.g. [Reiter et al.. 19901). For this reason knowledge of the relationship between particle and heat 
transport is of fundamental importance. 

In JET He ash production and transport were studied by the simultaneous use of He beam injection, providing a 
centrally peaked and well defined source of HeZ+ ions, and ofD diagnostic beams for an absolute measurement of 
the temporal and spatial evolution of the HeZ+ density profile by charge exchange specmscopy (CXS). In the 
experiments [Joneserol., 19911 ashon(-O.Ss)H@NBI pulse(-3-6MW) wasappliedtoalowtomoderatedensity 
deuterium plasma (a& -1-3 x 101%-3). sufficient to produce an average minority concentration nHJ& -10%. 
The time evolution of nH,(O) was measured via acentral vertical CX viewing channel whose sensitivity had been 
absolutely calibrated withanaccumcyof3UYo. inaddition, radiai profiiemeasurements n d r )  were available from 
a horizontal multichord m a y  within the region ria < 0.5. 

Figure 20 compares,the evolution of the panial profile of "He for ria < 0.5 with that ofthe time integrated He0 NBI 
deposition profile1 S,,@(r)di (calculatedusingthePENCILccde) forasawtoothing H-mcdedischarge. The times 
indicated are relative to the s m  of the He0 NBI pulse. The rate of accumulation of HeZ+ is much less than would 
be expected, ifit were assumed simply that the plasmacore fills with HeZ+ ions, as given by the HeZ+ NBI soulce, 
with no HeZ+ outflux. This implies that a strong HeZc outflux THe must in fact be established. 

These and similar profiles have been used to determine the effective He particle diffusion ccefficientr given by 
DHe = . rHanHe and the core particle confinement times (within rla = 0.5) are defined by: 
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F i g .  20: He" density pr@s and integrated He NB deposition prufilrs for a 
sowtoothing H-mode dischorge (Paise No: 23198 with P,,,, = 7MW). The times 
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where J,dX isthevolumeelement.Thelatteruethencompued with andogouslydefinedcoreenergyconfinement 
times ~ ~ ( 0 . 5 ) .  

Tentatively, the results can be summarised as follows [Jones et al., 199 I]: 
- He trmspott in the plasma core (dd 50.5) is similar in L- and H-mode dischxges (sawtoothing and non- 

sawtoothing ones) with D H ~  - 0.5mZs-' at rla = 0.5 and is sufficient to effectively remove HeZf from the plasma 
core. 

- The ratio of core confmenient times 7~,(O.S)/7&5) was S 1.5 for a sawtoothing, low power (7 M W )  NBI H- 
modeand53forasawtooth-free,combined heating(l2MW) H-mode. This isafavourableresultsince toavoid 
ash accumulation in the plasma core it should suffice to meet the condition KHJKES 10 there. 

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In the preceding sections of this paper we have frst reponed on improvements in the performance of JET plasmas 
during the last campaign, and then discussed progress in understanding selected physics aspects of the diverse 
operating modes obtainable in JET. 

Inseparatedischarges, JET has achieved~(0)-4r102"m-~,Ti(O)-30 keV,T,(O)- IZkeV,.re- 1.8s.and p-5.5%. 
Thus, the parameters requirul of a reactor plasma have all been achieved individually. In certain pulses, JET has 
achievednD(O)~eTi(O)=8-9~10~4n~~s keV withTi(O)= 10-30keV.Thisisclosetotheplasmaconditionsneeded 
for QDT ii 1, and within a factor of six of that required for an ignited reactor plasma. These values, however, were 
only achieved in a vansient slate, which in most cases was terminated by a rapid influx of impurities caused by 
excessive heating of the non-optimized target plates. 

Several features haveemergedfromourtransportstudiesduringthepast year.First,alink betweenanomalous 
particle and energy transport seems to be firmly established, with simulations indicating that Deff - 0.2 - 0.5 
fff. It is observed experimentally that panicle transport varies dramatically between the inner (r/a <0.3) and 
outer (r/a>0.3) plasmaregions. In the inner region. patticletranspottisclose totheneoclassical level inmany 
cases, with Dim* - 0. I m2s-1 for OH, L and H modes and De - 0.03m2s-' after pellet injection, while pff is 
about 0.5mZs-I and 0.3mZs-1 respectively for L and H modes. In the outer region, Dimp - 3-5m2s-1 in the L 
mode, which is about 100 times neoclassical, while in the H mode it is a factor of IO less. Outer region values 
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of X e f f  are 5 d s - I  and 21n~s-I respectively for L and H modes. There is evidence that modifying the shear 
changes the confinement properties of the plasma, and in particular that regions of reversed shear are 
correlated with low energy transport, in some cases comparable to neoclassical values for the ions. 

Most "NEXT S T E P  and reactor designs utilize some form of H-mode scaling. In order to achieve steady state H- 
modes, bypreventingaccumulationofHeashandotherimpurities,itisthoughtthateithersawteeth in t h e c o r e d l  
orELMs attheedge willbenecessaq. IEThasachieved ELMy H-modesundercenainoperatingconditionsduring 
the past campaign while maintaining an energy confinement time a factor of 1.8 higher than Goldston L " e  
scaling. Furthermore, experimental simulation of He ash transport indicates effective removal of alpha-particles 
from both L and H mode plasma with qk(core)/qdcore) S 3. 

Significant effort has gone intodivenor modelling at JETover the past years. This modelling, baed on 1 IDDcodes 
and analytic analysis, has shown that in the pumped divertor phase of JET, letention of target-produced impurities 
can be expected, at a given power level, if the midplane separamx density is high enough that the divertor ion 
temperature is maintained below about 20 eV; the required density scales as the SOL ion power flow to the 5f l  
power. For lower separamx densities, impurity retention requires that the flow arising near the target plates from 
local recycling be supplemented by anadditional "recirculation"flow invoduced beyond the local recyclmgzone. 
Preliminaq application of these models to the 1990 campaign shows qualitative agreement with experiment, 
although thedominanteffectsexpected inhigh powerpumpeddivertoroperation are somewhat different from those 
encountered io the 1990 shots analyzed IO date. 

The final example ofimpmved physics understandingdealtwith alpha-particleeffects, whichlepresentarelatively 
untested area ofreactor plasma physics. It has been shown that the slowing down of mtons is classical. and that the 
effective diffusion coefficient during this process is very small (D << 0.1 mzs-I). In addition, our investigation of 
ICRF heating of light minority ions (H, ?He) has produced values of bmt up to 8% with no evidence of deleterious 

~ effects due to collective fast ion behaviour. These results suggest that the pmspects for effective alpha-particle 
heating in next step devices and reactom appear good. 

In conclusion, during the 1990campaign, JET continued to make steady progress towards the realization of fusion 
power. Technical advances and the development of new operating scenarios led to improved plasma performance 
in several areas. In addition, specific studies served to clarify a number of physics issues confronting successful 
design and operation of NEXT STEP devices. 
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